
A Series of
Unconscionable
Events
WHY DO INJUSTICES SNOWBALL? 
RESEARCH EXPLAINS.

YOU MIGHT NOT think twice about 
swiping a stapler from the office, but 
what about stealing from the com
pany till? A new paper in the Journal of 
Applied Psychology offers evidence that 
underthe right circumstances rela
tively small misdeeds can pave the way 
to more serious ones.

In a series of studies, researchers 
found that people were most likely to 
act unethically when tested in "slippery 
slope" conditions—where rewards for 
bad behavior increased gradually. In 
one experiment, participants attempted 
to solve problems and then reported, on
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Why Love Matters explains why loving 
relationships are essential to brain 
development in a child’s first few years, 
and how these early interactions can 
have lasting consequences for future 
emotional and physical health.
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the honor system, how many they solved 
correctly. Subjects in the experimental 
group received 25 cents for each correct 
answer in the firs t round, $1 in the sec
ond, and $2.50 in the third. The gradual 
increase stepped up their incentive to 
lie to testers—and made each potential 
lie worse than the last. People in other 
groups were paid either nothing ora flat 
$2.50 for each correct solution.

Those with progressive incentives 
were the most likely to over-report 
the ir correct answers. Why? Commit
ting increasingly unethical acts over 
time allows people to rationalize and 
routinize their conduct, the researchers 
say. If someone manages to convince 
himself that one bad act wasjustifiable, 
"doing something that's just a little  bit 
worse doesn't seem so bad," says David 
T. Welsh, professor of management at 
the University of Washington and lead 
author of the study.

"Many people, and not just a few

bad apples, are prone to these types of 
things," Welsh says.

Worried that you'll slide down a 
slippery slope? Those who were encour
aged to focus on prevention—complet
ing a task involving words like vigilance

or writing about an outcome they wanted 
to avoid—were less likely to cheat. The 
study suggests that setting clear ethical 
standards, addressing small violations, 
and simply making people aware of the 
effect can avert slippage. — AnnabelLau

THE SPECTER OF CRIME

Our fear of crime is often disproportionate to the actual risk we face, 
research shows. What influences our judgment? Some individuals are 

more prone to fear than others, but aspects of our community can also influence how much 
danger we think were in. -Amanda Glickman

t Looks matter 
People who think 

their neighborhood is well 
kept worry less about crime, 
recent studies indicate. The 
"broken windows” theory 
posits that fixing and 
maintaining infrastructure 
can deter crime; at the very 
least, it seems, communal 
efforts to take care of busted 
fixtures and eyesores could 
help everyone feel safer.

All together now
Researchers at Uni

versity of Missouri-Kansas 
City and University of 
Texas-San Antonio gauged 
“social cohesion’in neigh
borhoods by asking people 
how many locals they knew 
by name. They found that 
regardless of the crime rate, 
residents with more robust 
local social networks were 
less fearful.

Home sweet home 
Our fear of crime 

extends only so far outside 
our backyards. A University 
of Otago study showed that 
urban New Zealanders’ 
feelings of vulnerability 
increased with the level of 
crime in their immedate 
neighborhood—but crime 
in surrounding neighbor
hoods had no such impact.

HELP STOP ANXIETY 
BEFORE IT STARTS
Renowned therap is t and anxiety expert John Tsilim paris 
shares his program th a t teaches you how to:

Short-circuit f |  Change your
negative response
thinking /  to anxiety

Ll triggers

Create a 
customized 
program that 
works for you

Overcome anxiety and live a healthier, happier life.

GET IT TODAY!
For more details, visit JohnTsilimparis.com
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